Preparation of in-vivo tissue-engineered valved conduit with the sinus of Valsalva (type IV biovalve).
A novel autologous valved conduit with the sinus of Valsalva-defined as a type IV biovalve-was created in rabbits by "in-body tissue-architecture" technology with a specially designed mold for the valve leaflets and the sinus of Valsalva and a microporous tubular scaffold for the conduit. The mold included 2 rods composed of silicone substrates. One was concave shaped, with 3 projections resembling the sinus of Valsalva; the other was convex shaped. The connection between the rods was designed to resemble the closed form of a trileaflet valve. The 2 rods were connected with a small aperture of 500-800 microm, which bound membranous connective tissue obtained from the dorsal subcutaneous layer of a rabbit. The rods were placed in a polyurethane scaffold that had many windows in its center. Both ends of the scaffold were tied with thread for fixation, and this assembly was embedded for 1 month in a subcutaneous pouch in the same Japanese white rabbit from which the connective tissue was obtained. After 1 month, all the surfaces of the implant were found to be completely covered with newly developed connective tissue. The substrates were removed from both sides of the harvested cylindrical implant, and homogenous well-balanced trileaflet-shaped membranous tissue was found inside the developed conduit with 3 protrusions resembling the sinus of Valsalva. The trileaflet valve closed and opened rapidly in synchrony with the backward and forward flow of a pulsatile flow circuit in vitro.